**Crafty Ideas**

These eco-friendly decorations make great gifts and brighten up any tree. Animal Action's Ace Crafter Grace demonstrates...

You don’t have to look far in winter for fallen pine cones. Search for conifer trees, and you’ll find piles of them underneath. Don’t worry if they’re closed up, they do this when it’s cold. Just leave them somewhere warm and dry to open up. Then get crafting!

**You will need:**
- A selection of pine cones
- Pieces of felt in different colours (or you could use scraps of any material, or even paper)
- Small twigs, about 2-3cm long
- Scissors
- Craft glue
- Blu Tack
- Thread, ribbon or wire
- Tracing paper
- Pencil
- Marker pen

**How to make:**

1. Choose which of the four animals you would like to make first – reindeer, owl, robin or hedgehog. Download and print out our page of templates.
2. Carefully cut out the paper shapes, place each one onto the right colour of felt, then carefully cut around that.
3. Make the eyes either by sticking a smaller black circle inside a white circle, or using your marker pen to draw a dark-coloured pupil inside your white circle.
4. Some of the other template pieces, like the reindeer’s ears and owl’s face, need to be stuck together before sticking on the cone.
5. Place the pieces on your pine cone where you think they sit best – you can copy our animals hanging on the tree here, to get the positions just right.
6. For the reindeer’s antlers, it might help to use some Blu Tack to push them into the pine cone and keep them in place.
7. When you’re happy with how your animals look, apply a little bit of glue to the pine cone and the material/twigs, then stick each piece in place. Leave to dry.
8. Use your thread or wire to make a loop to hang your cone on the tree – you might need a grown-up’s help if it’s fiddly.
9. If you don’t want to hang your animals, they can be ornaments, too – you could arrange them as a centrepiece for Christmas dinner, or use them to decorate a cake!

**More Great Ideas for Festive Pine Cone Makes**

1. **Paint or spray cones a festive colour and tie to a tree.**
2. **Hang them from twigs like we have done here!**
3. **Combine them with holly and other festive foliage to make a wreath.**
4. **Tie them along some ribbon to make a garland.**
5. **Place them in a vase with some battery-powered fairy lights.**

You could make decorations as presents – or sell them to raise money for the RSPCA and help animals!